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Nowadays, users handle with their mobile devices a huge amount of sensitive information. People continuously carry these devices with them and use them for daily communication activities and social network interactions. Unfortunately, mobile devices can be maliciously exploited to violate the privacy of people. A possible way to infer private insights about users of mobile devices is to exploit leaked information that such devices through side-channels, such as electric energy traces and network traffic. On one hand, the information that could be inferred from a side-channels are often not in clear (e.g., the payload of a message) and as accurate as the ones obtained by a malware.

On the other hand, the existence of side-channels is due to the way in which the operative system normally works and the user interact with the device. In addition to that side-channels have a desirable strenghtness for an attacker who want to remain undetected: side-channel attacks are passive, thus they are hard (if not impossible) to be detected. In this research project, we focus on extract user private information from side-channels produced by mobile devices. In order to gain such knowledge we use pattern recognition and machine learning techniques. Currently, the side-channels we are taking into account are two: network traffic and electric energy traces.

In network traffic analysis of mobile devices, we consider an adversary, who does not interact actively with the mobile device, but he is able to eavesdrop the network traffic of the device from the network side (e.g., controlling a Wi-Fi access point). The fact that the network traffic is often encrypted makes the attack even more challenging. Our work prove that it is possible to leverage traffic analysis in order to identify user activity and apps installed on mobile devices.
Such insights are becoming a very attractive data gathering technique for adversaries, network administrators, investigators and marketing agencies.

In electric energy consumption analysis, we consider an adversary that is able to measure with a power monitor the amount of energy supplied to a mobile device. In fact, we observed that the usage of mobile device resources (e.g., CPU, network capabilities) directly impact on the amount of energy retrieved from the supplier, i.e., usb port for smartphones, wall-socket for laptops. Leveraging energy traces, we aim to extract the same insights as for network traffic analysis on smartphones. In addition to that, we aim to recognize a specific laptop user among a group and detect intruders (i.e., user not belonging to the group).
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